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ABSTRACT
This invention relates to the design and construction of a novel sample cup sleeve for a sample cup for use in XRF Spectroscopy.
OXFORD STYLE SLEEVE FOR SAMPLE CUP

CLAIM OF PRIORITTY BENEFIT

[0001] This application is a continuation of, and claims the benefit of, application Ser. No. 14/871,266 filed Sep. 30, 2015.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] This invention relates to the design and construction of a novel sample cup sleeve for use in XRF Spectroscopy.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION


[0004] Spectroscopic analysis (XRF Spectroscopy) utilizes sample cups to contain liquid or powder samples for elemental analysis. Sample cups generally have a thin transparent film bottom and may include a top end formed integral with the cup body known as a single ended design. Alternatively, the sample cup may include a second thin film or be secured at the top end, known as a double open end design. Sample cups are generally delivered to the analyst in parts comprised of a side wall member and complementary secondary member, which are assembled in combination with a separate thin film component to construct a single sample cup. The sample cup, with its liquid or powder sample contained therein, is then manually transported to an XRF instrument and placed in a holder, thin film bottom down, for analysis.

[0005] In many instances, a liquid sample is deposited in a sample cup. A sample cup design utilizing a separate cap assembly to be manually applied to the sample cup body after deposit of the sample into the sample cup body requires manipulating the sample cup body, sample deposit via pipette and cap assembly. This creates handling problems and opportunities for contamination of the sample and contamination or damage to the thin film assembled to the bottom of the sample cup. The ability to reduce the number of manipulated items increases technician productivity and reduces the opportunities for contamination or damage to the sample cup and sample specimen.

[0006] In certain instances, provisions for venting may be necessary where a tested sample vents liquids or gases. Cupped sample cups may contain a permanent vent hole to the outside atmosphere or a snap-off vent hole, also venting to the outside atmosphere. Venting is not always necessary or preferred particularly if the known sample is in the form of a loose powder; however and so a versatile sample cup capable of serving a venting or non-venting application constitutes a superior design.

[0007] In the case of violently venting liquids or gases, overflow chambers have been designed into sample cup designs to contain any venting liquids and prevent contamination or damage to the instrumentation. Existing design overflow chambers however, are limited by the sidewall and reservoir dimensions with a larger overflow chamber thereby reducing the sample reservoir capacity. Furthermore, liquid overflow displaced to existing design overflow chambers cannot be recycled or returned to the sample reservoir for testing. A superior design would provide for a larger overflow capacity without reducing the cross-sectional capacity of the sample reservoir, allow for return of vented liquids to the sample reservoir, and fully contain all liquids and gases within the capped and sealed sample cup.

[0008] The present invention addresses these concerns, being easily manipulated with one hand while providing superior venting options.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] FIGS. 1-6 are various views (perspective and elevation) of the Oxford style sample cup utilizing the oxford style sleeve as its outer member.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0010] Shown in FIG. 1 is an outer member (1) with a top open end (shown) and a bottom open end (not shown). The outer member is dimensioned to frictionally fit circumferentially about inner member (2), shown in FIG. 2. Outer member is distinguished by a flanged upper rim (3), flange projections (4) about the flanged upper rim (3), lower body and second projections (5) about said lower body.

[0011] Shown in FIG. 2 is inner member (2) with a top closed end (not shown) and bottom open end. Inner member (2) is shown with a hinged cap (6) in the closed position. A center portion (9) is designed to be depressed to vent said inner top closed end.

[0012] Shown in FIG. 3 is the outer member (1) assembled in position over inner member (2).

[0013] Shown in FIG. 4 is outer member (1) partially assembled on inner member (2). In practice, a thin film would be placed between outer member (1) and inner member (2), the thin film dimensioned to cover the bottom open end or inner member (2) such that, upon assembly, a liquid sample would be retained for spectroscopic analysis. The first projections (4) may be dimensioned such that when the sample cup is assembled on a hard surface, such as a tabletop, the first projections will contact the tabletop when outer member is fully assembled over inner member. In at least one embodiment, this may result in approximately 0.005" clearance between the thin film covering the bottom open end of said inner member and a planar surface when the sample cup assembly is returned to an upright position, as illustrated in FIG. 3. Said flanged upper rim (3) and second projections (5) of outer member (1) may assist in gripping and manipulating the outer member during assembly and handling for testing.

[0014] Shown in FIG. 5 is a bottom elevation view of outer member (1). Apparent in this view is the flanged upper rim (3), the lower body and second projections (5) about said lower body.

[0015] Shown in FIG. 6 is a perspective view of inner member (2) with hinged cap (6) in the open position. The top closed end (8) is shown disposed from the top wall edge of inner member (2), creating a space defined by the inner walls of inner member (2), top closed end (8) and hinged cap (6). This results in a dual chamber sample cup; the primary or testing chamber being defined by the inner walls of inner member (2), top closed end (8) and hinged cap (6). The result in a dual chamber sample cup; the primary or testing chamber being defined by the inner walls of inner member (2), top closed end (8) and a thin film dimensioned to cover the previously bottom open end; and the secondary or venting chamber defined by the inner walls of inner member (2), top closed end (8) and hinged cap (6).

[0016] Protrusion (7) is dimensioned to allow hinged cap (6) to be placed in a closed position without piercing the top.
closed end (8) of inner member (2). In practice, when hinged cap (6) is in a closed position, a sample has been deposited and the sample cup has been fully assembled in preparation for testing, hinged cap (6) may be manually depressed thereby causing protrusion (7) to pierce the top closed end (8) to allow venting of liquids and gases into the space defined by the inner walls of inner member (2), top closed end (8) and hinged cap (6).

While the dimensions and shape of the sample cup components are not specifically defined and/or discussed herein, it is understood that such dimensions and shape may be adjusted or modified to meet industry needs or requirements without digressing from the spirit of the invention.

What is claimed:

1. A sample cup sleeve for a sample cup used for retaining a sample to be analyzed spectrochemically said sample cup sleeve comprising:
   - an outer member comprising a top open end, a bottom open end, a flanged upper rim, first projections about said flanged upper rim, and second projections about the lower body of said outer member;
   - wherein said outer member is dimensioned to frictionally fit circumferentially about an inner member; and
   - wherein a thin-film of material is secured across a bottom open end of said inner member by application of said outer member to contain a liquid sample for spectrochemical analysis.

2. The sample cup sleeve according to claim 1, wherein said first projections are dimensioned to index against a hard planar surface to position a fully assembled outer member over said inner member such that there is about 0.005" clearance between the thin film covering the bottom open end of said inner member and a planar surface when the sample cup assembly is returned to an upright position.

3. The sample cup sleeve according to claim 1, wherein said second projections are semi elliptical.

4. The sample cup sleeve according to claim 1, wherein said second projections are squared.

5. The sample cup sleeve according to claim 2, wherein said second projections are semi elliptical.

6. The sample cup sleeve according to claim 2, wherein said second projections are squared.